Mining Web Query Logs to Analyze Political Issues
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ABSTRACT

We present a novel approach to using anonymized web search
query logs to analyze and visualize political issues. Our
starting point is a list of politically annotated blogs (left vs. right).
We use this list to assign a numerical political leaning to
queries leading to clicks on these blogs. Furthermore, we
map queries to Wikipedia articles and to fact-checked statements from politifact.com, as well as applying sentiment
analysis to search results. With this rich, multi-faceted data
set we obtain novel graphical visualizations of issues and
discover connections between the different variables.
Our findings include (i) an interest in “the other side” where
queries about Democrat politicians have a right leaning and
vice versa, (ii) evidence that “lies are catchy” and that queries
pertaining to false statements are more likely to attract large
volumes, and (iii) the observation that the more right-leaning
a query it is, the more negative sentiments can be found in
its search results.
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We use logs of anonymized web queries submitted to a commercial search engine to analyze issues and topics in U.S. politics in a quantitative manner. Our point of departure is a list
of political blogs, annotated with a leaning. By monitoring
queries leading to clicks on these blogs we can label queries
according to their leaning: queries leading mostly to clicks
on left-leaning blogs are labeled left-leaning and so on. This
approach lies behind Political Search Trends1 and has been
described in [3]. We take this idea further by aggregating
leanings for Wikipedia entities, by matching queries to factchecked political statements and by obtaining sentiments for
search results. This creates an unprecedented, rich data set of
web search information for the political domain. Going beyond a mere description of queries and their leaning, we observe several statistical patterns, including surprising ones.
Opinion mining and sentiment analysis are two related fields
of research where opinion, sentiment and subjectivity are
computationally derived from a set of (often online) documents [29]. The information gathered as such can be used
to construct reviews of products and services. Similarly, our
approach could be applied to monitor the impact of political campaigns. Our main contributions and findings are the
following.
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Leaning computation: We assign a political leaning both to
queries and Wikipedia articles.
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Topic visualization: We present techniques to use the leaning
as well as mappings of queries to Wikipedia articles and factchecked statements to give a graphical visualization of topics
and apply them to “Health Care”, which has been the subject
of heated political debate.

General Terms

Experimentation, Human Factors

Trending issues: We describe how to combine our leaning
computation with volume-based trend detection to put issues
and their leaning on a timeline. Using these techniques we
create a visualization for “Newt Gingrich”, candidate for the
2012 Republican Party presidential nomination.
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Interest in “the other side”: We show that queries about
Republicans generally have a left leaning, whereas queries
about Democrats have a right leaning.
Leaning inertia: The vast majority of queries have no change
in leaning, and those that do are twice as likely as others to
correspond to volume bursts.
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Lies are catchy: We find evidence that queries correspond1
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cussed studies use Google insights2 , we have access to Yahoo!’s full US search query log and do not have to limit ourselves to few predefined political issues. By looking into
all the queries landing on a carefully chosen set of political
blogs annotated with partisan leaning we are able to consider a much broader range of issues and ’charge’ queries
with political partisanship [3].

ing to factually false statements are more likely to have very
high volumes than queries for true statements.
Negative opposition: There is a statistically significant correlation between whether a query is right-leaning and how
many negative sentiments are present in the search results.
RELATED WORK

While some studies have used search logs for prediction tasks
such as flu trends [11] or box office sales [12], greater search
traffic does not necessarily mean support or approval of e.g.
candidates in US elections [15]. Studies considering the volume of tweets mentioning names of candidates or political
parties to predict elections have similarly found that greater
volume does not necessarily mean greater approval [25, 18,
10]. While we recognize that search queries can be used
to measure interest, in this article we are not interested in
predicting elections but in quantifying political opinion and
sentiment as measured through query logs.

Digital Democracy and the Political Blogosphere

The web has often been regarded as a liberating, deliberative and democratizing place. Empirical research, however,
has shown that while there are many new instruments for
communication and participation, online politics are but a
reflection of the offline political landscape [17]. Online data
is increasingly recognized as a rich source of data for studies
that normally fall in the domain of social sciences [23, 35,
44]. Many studies have sought to mine public opinion from
online data to understand voters as well as consumers, but
also to gain business intelligence [29]. In the study of online politics, particular attention has been paid to (political)
blogs as many claimed that their ease of use and accessibility
would increase political deliberation by citizens.

Searche(r)s’ Demographic Profiles

In the current work we are indirectly assigning profiles in
terms of party affiliation to queries. Related is the idea of
assigning demographic profiles, such as gender or age [45,
46]. Other properties such as income levels can be estimated
from the user’s ZIP code. Here we we did not apply the
same methodology with per-ZIP election results, as this approach would not allow us to distinguish the leaning for different issues (queries) in the same area. However, in [3] we
showed that users clicking on left- (or right-) leaning blogs
were more likely than random to live in a ZIP code that voted
Democrat (or Republican) in the 2010 U.S. midterm elections. Similarly, user demographics were used to re-confirm
knowledge about likely voter profiles and users clicking on
left-leaning blogs were, e.g., younger and more female.

Political blogs were studied in terms of link structure and
content [1, 16, 20], author demographics and reachability
[17], technological adoption and use [2], as well as readership [22]. Although initially blogs were hoped to be vehicles
to increase political deliberation, amongst other things, all
these studies found political blogs to be polarized along opposing partisan lines. Recognizing that political blogs are an
important source of political commentary in U.S. politics,
we advance such research not by analyzing blogs, but by
studying the search engine queries which land on them. By
using political blogs annotated with a leaning as our ground
truth in order to attribute leaning to search engine queries,
we found that grouping the queries by the leaning of the
blogs on which they land provides a meaningful description
of partisan concern.

Assigning a Political Leaning to Content or Users

Our work classifies queries according to political partisanship, proportional to the amount of clicked blogs with a particular leaning. Other work pursuing a political classification
of content and users, utilizes, among other things, different
sets of labeled training data or hyperlink structures to propagate leaning. Word frequencies have been extracted from
labeled sets of political texts (e.g. party programs) in order
to classify unknown texts or as an estimate of party positions
[21, 39]. We believe that such classification methods might
benefit from our data set as it could help in the construction
of a dictionary of highly partisan terms, similar to using sentiment dictionaries for sentiment analysis.

Search as a Measure of Public Attention

Search is necessarily motivated by some degree of interest
in, as well as the willingness to spend time with, the topic
of the query. Consequently, various social scientists have
sought whether changes in search query volume correlate
with traditional measures of public attention and agenda setting, such as surveys and media coverage. It was found
that measures of public attention based on search volume
and media coverage are closely related for the issues Health
Care, Global Warming, and Terrorism [34]. Similarly it is
observed that changes in query volume for specific (political) issues and candidate names correlate well with fluctuations in news coverage [14, 15], while [37] ascertains that
search engine data corresponds quite closely to existing measures of issue salience and religious adherence. [47] conclude that the volume of searches on any given day can act
as a quantifiable measure of public interest for salient issues.

Other work similarly starts from a set of labeled examples
but exploits the hyperlink structure of web documents. The
BLEWS system uses a combination of text processing and
link analysis to annotate news articles with political orientation and emotional charge [9]. Co-citation analysis has
been applied to estimate the political orientation of hypertext documents [6] and users [26], while others propagate
political leaning to both content and users [49].

Our research is similar in spirit as we also consider queries
to be a measure of public attention. Whereas previously dis-

2
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Various studies have employed user content and information
from Twitter’s social graph to classify social media users and
predict political alignment [32, 4]. Others have computed
the political preferences for Twitter audiences of major news
media, based on the leaning of Congresspeople with shared
Twitter followers [13].

removed as navigational queries do not help to identify political issues.
We split the 27-week period into three 9-week periods and
computed leanings, described in detail later, both for the
whole period and, to track changes over time, for each period separately. Queries were normalized and only queries
which surpassed certain thresholds described further down
were kept. Table 1 shows basic statistics of the queries used.

While sentiment detection on Twitter has been found to replicate Presidential approval rates and consumer confidence [28],
recognizing sentiment is not enough for political opinion
classification [48]. Focussing on the behavior of individual
commenters, however, sentiment patterns in comments on
political news articles have been employed to indicate the
articles’ political orientation [31]. Most fruitful seems the
employment of sentiment analysis to determine support or
opposition to specific legislation [42].

Date range
Jul 4, ’11 - Sep 4, ’11 (P1)
Sep 5, ’11 - Nov 6, ’11 (P2)
Nov 7, ’11 - Jan 8, ’12 (P3)

Recent work by Fang et al. [8] does not build a classifier but
uses annotated senate speeches (by Republicans and Democrats)
to build models and to derive different sub-issues for both
sides on topics such as immigration. They use the same approach to show that the United States (represented by the
New York Times) and China (represented by Xinhua News)
have different views for the topic “Dalai Lama”. Our approach achieves a similar goal and different aspects on the
same issue are presented in Table 2.
Political Fact-checking and Rumor Spreading Online

Our analysis on the statistics of true vs. false statements and
their leanings or volumes is conceptually related to rumor
spreading. Examples of rumors spreading in newsgroups,
even though they long have been debunked, are discussed in
[36]. In [5] the authors investigate rumor spreading in Twitter and find that false rumors are questioned more often than
true ones. This could potentially be applied to automatic fact
checking.
The idea of automatically identifying disputed content and
claims for online content has been previously explored. [7]
describe a browser plug in to identify and annotate disputed
claims. This idea was also discussed in the Blogosphere3 .
Similarly, different viewpoints are mined from online sources
and presented to users in [27] and [19].
DATA SET AND METHODOLOGY
Query Set Used

For our study we used anonymized search queries submitted to the U.S. web front end of the Yahoo! Search Engine
from July 4, 2011 to January 8, 2012. Queries containing
personally identifiable information such as social security
numbers, full street addresses or rare person names were removed. Furthermore, we only retained (query, clicked URL)
pairs where the clicked URL belonged to a set of 1,099 political blogs described further down. Queries that were easily
detectable as navigational for the clicked URL using string
similarity, e.g. “drudge” for http://www.drudgereport.com
or a mistyped “altrenet” for http://www.alternet.org/, were
3
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volume
28%
34%
38%

Table 1. Data statistics after query normalization. For all three periods
combined there were 8,694 distinct queries, 2064 of which were present
in all three periods.

Query Normalization and Filtering

Queries went through the following steps of normalization
and filtering. First, all queries were mapped to lower case.
Second, we applied an automatic spelling correction such
that “barrack obama” was mapped to “barack obama”. Third,
we used a list of 49 personal names, obtained by post-filtering
the list at http://www.politifact.com/personalities/, with
entries such as “barack obama ⇒ obama”, “sarah palin ⇒
palin” and so on. This list was applied to remove redundant first names where present to conflate otherwise identical
queries. We avoided ambiguous cases such as “hillary/bill
clinton”. Next, we applied Porter stemming [33]. Additionally, stop words were removed and all remaining tokens were
uniqued and sorted. Though all aggregations were done for
the normalized queries, for the visualization we always show
raw forms. Finally, we manually removed a few dozen queries
with adult content terms. However, queries such as “republican sex scandals” or “egypt nude protests” were kept.
The remaining (query, click) pairs were then uniqued on a
per-week basis for each user to reduce the effect of individual users repeatedly issuing the same query and clicking the
same results.
Queries that passed all these steps could still correspond to
a single user or an apolitical article on a single blog. To
remove such queries we required that each query had to be
issued by a certain minimum number of distinct users, led
to clicks to several distinct blogs and had to have a minimum volume. We also applied upper bounds on the (volume
for query)/(number of distinct blogs for query) to remove
queries such as “facebook” or “youtube”, which had a high
volume but only due to a comparably small number of blogs.
Assigning a Leaning to Queries

To assign a political leaning to queries we used a set of political blogs that had been assigned a left, center, or right leaning. The list of blogs was obtained by combining the lists
from [2] and the Wonkosphere Blog Directory4 . The combination was then cleaned to correct re-directs and remove
abandoned blogs. In the end, it comprised 1,099 blogs (644
4
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Distinct queries
3,296
4,067
4,513

http://wonkosphere.com/directory.htm

Figure 1. A visualization of the queries pertaining to a Wikipedia category about “Health care”. Queries are depicted with the associated (colored)
proportion of leaning. They are mapped on, and point to, fact-checked statements as well as Wikipedia articles.

right, 387 left, 68 center). The blogs spanned several orders
of magnitude concerning volume of queries landing on those
blogs, with http://www.huffingtonpost.com/ (left) leading the pack. Though we used the center blogs to improve
recall in finding politically charged queries, they did not contribute to the left-right leaning computation. The methodology to assign leanings is the same as in [3] and is given for
completeness. In [3] we validated the leaning of the blogs by
showing that users clicking on left (resp. right) blogs were
more likely than random chance to live in a ZIP code that
voted Democrat (resp. Republican) in the last midterm elections.

highly partisan queries.
We assigned a leaning to queries for (i) each of the three 9week periods separately and (ii) for the 27 weeks together.
The first was done to study changes in leaning (which are
rare) and the second was used for the remaining analysis to
have a single leaning for queries.
Table 3 shows that there are more queries with a left leaning
than with a right leaning, even though (i) there were more
right-leaning blogs in our list and (ii) Equation 1 normalizes for volume. This bias is stronger for queries with above
median volume (Vol+ ) and largely disappears for the others. It appears to be caused by a number of sites such as
http://www.huffingtonpost.com which not only attract a
large volume - which we normalize - but also attract a large
number of distinct queries.

Let vL denote the volume of clicks on left leaning blogs for
a given query in a given time period. VL denotes the total
volume of clicks on left leaning blogs for all queries in that
week. We define vR and VR similarly. We compute the leaning of a query using the following Equation.

leaning =

vL
VL

vL
VL

+

+

vR
VR

2
VL +VR
4
+ VL +V
R

group
All
Vol+
Vol−
D polit.
R polit.
D statem.
R statem.

(1)

2
4
We used smoothing factors VL +V
and VL +V
to ensure that
R
R
queries with, say, a single click on a left leaning block do not
automatically have an extreme leaning. The leaning score is
between 0 and 1, where 0.0 corresponds to an extreme right
leaning and 1.0 to left leaning. Table 2 shows examples of

#
8,694
4,335
4,359
984
1,269
552
741

mean
0.59
0.67
0.51
0.44
0.54
0.58
0.58

10%
0.05
0.07
0.04
0.03
0.05
0.08
0.06

median
0.72
0.84
0.60
0.38
0.59
0.65
0.67

90%
0.98
0.99
0.94
0.94
0.95
0.96
0.97

Table 3. Basic leaning stats for different groups of queries. Values
range from 0.0 (fully right) to 1.0 (fully left).
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Query Group
obama
(string)
Pat. Prot. & Afford. Care Act
(Wikipedia article)
Occupy
(Wikipedia category)

Top Left Queries
obama speech video (0.97)
obama new mortgage program (0.88)
obama accomplishments (0.86)
obama healthcare bill text (0.91)
obama health care privileges (0.83)
is affordable care act unconstitutional (0.78)
who started occupy wall street (0.94)
we are the 99% (0.91)
occupy movement supporters (0.78)

Top Right Queries
is obama the worst president ever (0.01)
obamacare waivers (0.01)
obama gaffes list (0.01)
who pays for obamacare (0.04)
obamacare reaches the supreme court (0.09)
is obamacare constitutional (0.16)
occupy wall street rape (0.09)
occupy movement violence (0.25)
crime in occupy movement (0.44)

Table 2. Examples of partisan queries for queries grouped by (i) string, (ii) Wikipedia article, and (iii) Wikipedia category. The leaning values range
from 0.0 (fully right) to 1.0 (fully left).

a many-to-many mapping. Note that 12% of distinct queries,
e.g. “who is to blame for the economy”, are not mapped to
any article.

Given a numerical leaning for each query and a mapping
from queries to Wikipedia articles, see the following section
for details, we compute a leaning for each article by macroaveraging across all queries mapping to the article. Table 4
shows the extreme cases. As several of the left-leaning blogs
in our set also treat topics other than politics, entries such as
“IPhone” appear high in this list. “Gibson Guitar Corporation” on the other hand corresponds to a political controversy.5 The relative position of Dick Cheney (Republican left-leaning article) and Joe Biden (Democrat - right-leaning
article) agrees with our findings discussed later.

Obtaining Sentiments for Queries

To quantify the sentiment of web search queries we did the
following. Similar to [38], each query was issued to the Bing
API and the content for the top 10 results was fetched. The
content was parsed into sentences using a simple heuristics:
splitting on delimiters such as “.” or “?”, looking for groups
with 10-50 tokens, and using such a group if it contained at
least two stop words. These steps were applied to ensure we
are dealing with proper sentences and not mere navigational
items. For each detected phrase we obtained the sentiment
using SentiStrength [41]. SentiStrength assigns both a positive score ps and a negative score ns to every sentence s,
both ranging from 1 (nothing) to 5 (very strong) in terms
of absolute value. We combine the sentiments across sentences for a given query into three separate numbers: The
fraction of sentences s were |ps | ≤ 2 and |ns | ≤ 2. These
are sentences in which none or only weak sentiments were
found. Similarly, we counted the fraction of sentences where
|ps | > 2 - strong positive sentiments - and the fraction of
sentences where |ns | > 2 - strong negative sentiments. Table 6 shows examples of queries with their pertaining sentiment scores. Though our simplistic approach comes with
lots of noise7 , statistically significant correlations with other
measures are discussed in a later result section.

Top left
Top right
IPhone (.94)
Gibson Guitar Corporation (.11)
Oklahoma (.94)
ATF gunwalking scandal (.12)
Immigration reform (.93)
The Falling Man (.12)
IPad (.93)
Joe Biden (.16)
Troy Davis (.90)
Redistricting (.17)
Keystone Pipeline (.90)
OWS (.17)
Jon Stewart (.88)
Sharia (.20)
Bank of America (.88) Pat. Prot. & Aff. Care Act (.25)
Japan (.86)
Islam (.27)
Dick Cheney (.86)
Chris Matthews (.28)
Table 4. Top partisan Wikipedia articles and their macro-averaged
leaning. Only articles with at least 10 distinct queries were considered.

Mapping Queries to Wikipedia Pages

To obtain additional meta information for an issue and to
group semantically related queries we mapped queries to
Wikipedia articles using two approaches in parallel. First,
we applied the machine learning approach described in [30]
(Paranjpe) and implemented in a scalable manner in a proprietary software library. Second, we issued each query (before stemming) to the Bing Search API6 (Bing). A query
was mapped to a Wikipedia page if the top 20 search results
contained a result from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/.
In this case, the first such result was used, ignoring results
for special pages such as “User:”, “Talk:” or “Template:”.
Both approaches have strengths and weakness related to recent articles, web lingo and the detection of multiple articles
within a single queries. Table 5 lists a few illustrative examples. The detected articles were combined by OR-ing giving

Mapping Queries to Statements on politifact.com

Statements made by politicians can cause a media hype. For
example, Michele Bachman’s statement concerning the president’s trip to India and its cost8 was picked up by numerous
bloggers. To analyze if there is an inter-dependence between
the party affiliation of the author or its truth value and either
the leaning or the volume of queries we obtained a list of all
fact-checked statements from http://www.politifact.com
on January 13, 2012. We used only actual statements and
not the “position flops” listed on the site. Statements were
indexed by combining the actual statement with its title on
7
The query “missing teen” has a strong positive sentiment as several search results were for “miss teen” pageant competitions.

5
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gibson_Guitar_
Corporation#Recent_criticism_and_controversy
6
http://www.bing.com/toolbox/bingdeveloper/

8

http://www.politifact.com/truth-o-meter/
statements/2010/nov/04/michele-bachmann/repmichele-bachmann-claims-obamas-trip-india-will/
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Query
obama’s aunt deported
obamacare
dukes vs walmart
atheist christopher hitchens
ndaa 2012 obama signed

Paranjpe
Barack Obama
Pat. Prot. & Afford. Care Act
Duke; Wal-Mart
Christopher Hitchens; Atheism
Barack Obama

Bing
Zeituni Onyango
Pat. Prot. & Afford. Care Act
Dukes vs. Wal-Mart
Christopher Hitchens
Nat. Def. Auth. Act for Fiscal Year 2012

Table 5. Examples of Web search queries being mapped to Wikipedia pages using the approach by Paranjpe and Bing Search.

fraction neutral
housing news (0.98)
2012 polls for republicans nomination (0.95)
contract for the american dream (.94)
2012 primaries calendar (.93)
peer to peer lending (.93)

fraction positive
newt gun control (.46)
jack the cat (.40)
missing teen (.37)
amazon tablet rumors (.37)
arnold schwarzenegger (.35)

fraction negative
** (.51)
** (.42)
war on terror (.42)
will casey anthony be found guilty (.41)
iran israel (.41)

Table 6. Top five queries for each sentiment class. The blank ** refer to a violent crime and its victims.

marked the top 20 left queries (leaning ≥ 0.5) and top 20
right queries (leaning ≤ 0.5) as trending. This approach can
be used to visualize political search trends at a given point
in time. This is shown in Figure 2 and discussed in a later
section.

the web page. We matched queries to these statements as
follows. We used only queries with at least two tokens. If
the query was a name such as “barack obama” then statements by the person were not matched, but statements about
the person were used. This was done as we were more interested in rumors than in all statements by a particular person. In the end 1,598 distinct statements were mapped to
1,069 distinct queries where both one statement can be associated with several queries and vice versa. In total there were
3,083 such pairs. Statements on the site have the following
truth values which we used without modification: “Pants on
Fire!”, “False”, “Mostly False”, “Half-True”, “Mostly True”
and “True”.

RESULTS
Changes in Leaning

As we computed a separate leaning for each of the three
9-week periods (P1, P2 and P3) we could identify queries
that changed their leaning. According to the size in leaning difference we label a query as constant (change ≤ .25),
change (.25 < change ≤ .50) and flip (change > .50). Only
queries with a minimum volume of 50 occurrences in consecutive periods were considered. Table 8 shows examples
for queries with leaning flips. We labeled a query for a pair
of periods as bursty if its volume satisfied max/min ≥ 5.0.

Weekly Aggregation and Trend Detection

P1→P2

Whereas the aggregation into 9-week periods has the advantages that (i) low volume queries have more time to pass
minimum volume thresholds and (ii) leaning estimates are
more robust, we also aggregated things on a weekly basis
to detect trending issues. The same thresholds as for the 9week periods were applied, resulting in fewer queries. For
the corresponding queries in a given week we then computed
a trending score as follows.

trending(q, w) =

q
vw
q
v
wn · rw

+(V −v)
n−1+wn

,

P2→P3

q
Let vw
be the volume of a query q in week w. Let nq be
the number of weeks in which query q occurred and V q be
the total volume of the query q in all these weeks. Then, the
trending score of a query q in week w is defined as:

Query
social security increase 2012
joe biden
ann coulter
gop polls
fullerton police beating
ron paul
bill maher
iowa polls
new hampshire primary
joel osteen

Leaning
right (0.33) → left (0.99)
right (0.12) → left (0.98)
right (0.09) → left (0.86)
left (0.95) → right (0.38)
left (0.98) → right (0.42)
left (0.82) → right (0.27)
left (0.83) → right (0.12)
right (0.14) → left (0.93)
right (0.33) → left (0.99)
right (0.40) → left (0.99)

Table 8. Examples of queries with leaning flips.

(2)

Table 9 shows that among the “flipping” queries volume bursts
are twice as likely as among the rest. The Wikipedia category “Living People” correlated strongest with whether a
query would change or flip.

where, wn and r are parameters to control the number of new
(= previously unseen) and old (= rebounding) queries that
are trending. For our experiments, we used values wn = 0.1
and r = 100. The trending formula is a modification of
the “burst intensity” formula in [40] to not only have new
queries trending.

The Other Side

We compiled a list of 93 Democrat and 114 Republican politicians by intersecting the Wikipedia Category “Living People” with any category for Democrat* or Republican*. Interestingly, queries mapping to a Democrat politician have a

For each week we ranked queries according to this score and
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Query
obama health care

Statement
Truth value
Authorship
Mitt Romney once supported President Obamas health care Mostly False D. Nat. Com. (D)
plan but now opposes it.
obama health care
Those who fail to buy health insurance under Obamacare face Pants on Fire!
Marshal (R)
the threat of jail time.
obama health care
On the night of the Iowa caucuses, Obama promised the nation Mostly True
Pawlenty (R)
that he would do health care reform focused on cost containment, he opposed an individual mandate, and he said he was
going to do it with Republicans.
taxes and obama
Fifty percent of Speaker Gingrichs tax plan goes to the top 1 Mostly True
Obama (D)
percent.
rick perry immigration Rick Perry wrote a newspaper item saying he was open to
Half-True
Romney (R)
amnesty for illegal immigrants in the United States.
obama vs. perry
President Barack Obama is a socialist.
Pants on Fire!
Perry (R)
obama socialist
President Barack Obama is a socialist.
Pants on Fire!
Perry (R)
Table 7. Some example of Web search queries being mapped to statements on politifact.com.

Period

Group
All
Burst
P1→P2 L→R
(618) R→L
Living
All
Burst
P2→P3 L→R
(791) R→L
Living

Constant
462 (100%)
39 (8.4%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
189 (40.9%)
651 (100%)
75 (11.5%)
0 (0%)
0 (0%)
251 (38.6%)

Change
109 (100%)
11 (10.1%)
98 (89.9%)
11 (10.1%)
66 (60.6%)
106 (100%)
11 (10.4%)
32 (30.2%)
74 (69.8%)
52 (49.1%)

Flip
47 (100%)
10 (21.3%)
42 (89.4%)
5 (10.6%)
25 (53.2%)
34 (100%)
10 (29.4%)
6 (17.6%)
28 (82.4%)
14 (41.2%)

we found weak evidence that facts with true value of either “false” or “pants on fire” were more likely to attract
very large query volumes. The highest volume queries, all
of which have only false and no true statements associate
to them, were “government shutdown”, “michelle obama”,
“glenn beck”9 and “obama approval rating”. Table 10 gives
details about the volume distribution. Volumes were normalized with 1.0 corresponding to the average volume of queries
with an associated true statement.
statistics
count
mean
10%-tile
50%-tile
90%-tile
95%-tile
99%-tile
max

Table 9. Statistics about leaning changes for queries with sufficient volume. Most queries do not change their leanings, and among flipping
queries bursty queries are more common.

stronger right leaning than other queries. Similarly, queries
for Republican politicians were more left leaning, indicating that both sides tend to discuss politicians of the other
side. However, these queries were still less left leaning than
random queries. See entries for “D/R polit.” in Table 3 for
details.

true
364
1.0
.08
.27
1.93
3.58
14.74
29.73

false
574
1.37
.07
.27
1.91
4.10
22.01
95.49

Table 10. Relative volume for queries pertaining to true vs. false statement. False statements are more likely to attract very large volumes
(top 1%), though the typical volumes are identical.

Statement Authorship

Leaning vs. Sentiments

Using the mapping of queries to statements and the subset of statements that were made by either Democrats (“D
statem.”) or Republicans (“R statem.”), rather than journalists or organizations, we could investigate whether statements by, say, Republicans attract a right leaning. Surprisingly, we could not find any difference in leaning according
to this authorship, indicating that statements made by one
side were just as likely to be picked up by the other side.
Details are in Table 3.

We used assigned sentiments to investigated whether there
was a link between the topic of the query, say, Democrat
vs. Republican politicians, and the leaning and the sentiment. We found that overall there were weak (≈ .1) but
statistically significant Kendall Tau correlations between the
leaning and the sentiments. Generally, the more left-leaning
a query was the more positive and the less negative its results
sentences were. These correlations were stronger for queries
referring to Democrat politicians. For queries referring to
Republican politicians we could not find any significant correlation between leaning and sentiments.

Impact of Truth

We looked at whether there was any correlation between
truth values and (i) political leaning and (ii) associated query
volume. For the first case, we further conditioned on the
authorship to see if side A picks up on lies by side B. We
could, however find no correlation between truth value and
the leaning of the associated queries. For the second case,

CASE STUDY: HEALTHCARE REFORM
9

Recall that this query would not be mapped to statements by
Glenn Beck but only to statements about Glenn Beck. Ditto for
Michelle Obama.
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Group
All
Vol−
Vol+
D politic
R politic

frac. neutral
.03∗
-

frac. positive
.12∗∗
.10∗∗
.13∗∗
.15∗∗
-

frac. negative
−.09∗∗
−.10∗∗
−.08∗∗
−.12∗∗
-

care of the school”11 . The query “gingrich child labor” is
about the same topic.
gingrich arresting judges - trending in week Dec 19-25. On
December 18, in CBS’s “Face the Nation” Gingrich responded
affirmatively on the question whether he would arrest judges
who make controversial decisions 12 .

Table 11. Statistically significant (∗ at 5%, ∗∗ at 1%) Kendall tau correlations between leaning and sentiments. More left-leaning correlated
with more positive and less negative.

CONCLUSIONS

Alhough query logs have been used before to study politics
and its perception in the media, their use has been generally limited to simple volume information. We used search
result clicks on political blogs annotated with a leaning to
assign a numerical leaning (left vs. right) to queries. The
combination of this leaning information with additional information such as correspondence to Wikipedia articles, sentiments of web search results and correspondence to factchecked statements created a dataset of unprecedented richness. The analysis of this data set led to a number of both
expected (“the more left-leaning the more positive are the
sentiments in search results about Democrats”) and surprising (“queries about Democrats have a right leaning”) results.
We also showed how this data can be used to visualize political issues both in terms of covering various sub-issues (see
Figure 1) and in terms of identifying trending issues in time
(See Figure 2).

In previous sections queries were assigned a leaning and
mapped both to (i) Wikipedia articles and to (ii) fact-checked
statements. These techniques now allow us to generate a
controversy map [43] for any issue, as measured through
search queries. Figure 1 shows Wikipedia articles, as well
as the queries mapped to them, for the Wikipedia categories
matching “Health care*”. Each query and its leaning are visualized in this figure as the proportion of left blogs (blue)
and right blogs (red) on which this query lands. It can be
seen that queries containing ‘obamacare’ land more on rightleaning blogs, while queries mentioning ‘medical marijuana’
are more likely to lead to left-leaning blogs. Figure 1 also
displays facts for those queries which we could map on factchecking sites. The selection of the items shown is automatic
and volume-based. The same methodology could be applied
to visualize a topic such as “Occupy*”, though the matching
items would still need to be manually arranged.
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CASE STUDY: NEWT GINGRICH

We described earlier how our assignment of leanings can be
combined with volume-based trend detection to find trending topical queries in a given week. As an example, we applied this approach to all queries containing the string “gingrich”. Figure 2 shows an excerpt of the trending queries
identified in this manner. They generally followed media
events such as interviews or debates. This is in line with [24]
who found close relations between the temporal patterns of
identical phrases in news media and blogs. Additionally, it
is well known that the volume of news coverage often correlates with spikes in aggregate search [47]. We discuss a few
examples in detail.
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